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Determination and Generosity Help CP Rochester 

Acquire Innovative New Device 
Agency Now Offering Enhanced Mobility for Children with Disabilities  

 
 
Rochester, NY – January 28, 2013   Utilizing a wheelchair due to his cerebral palsy, four-year-

old Joshua Nodine’s physical limitations never allowed him the opportunity to explore his world 

in the same way as other children. But thanks to a determined member of a local Elks lodge and 

the generosity of a California-based manufacturer of standers and adaptive equipment, Josh and 

countless other children will get to experience independence in a way they never imagined.   

 

Josh is one of many children receiving services from CP Rochester, a not-for-profit agency 

serving individuals with physical and developmental disabilities. A partner agency of the Al Sigl 

Community of Agencies, CP Rochester has supported tens of thousands of adults and children 

with disabilities in choosing and accomplishing successive individualized life goals for the past 

65 years.  

 

Lacking full functionality of his legs due to his CP, Josh cannot walk without being held by his 

parents, physical therapists, or some sort of bulky supportive equipment. While these solutions 

may allow Josh to stand and walk for brief periods, they tend to be awkward and tiresome. The 

therapists at CP Rochester actively looked for a new way to help children like Josh strengthen 

their legs, improve mobility, and gain independence. They found a device called a ‘KidWalk’ 

manufactured by Prime Engineering in California which they believed would enable the children 
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in their care to experience independent exploration, a key component in a child’s development. 

The KidWalk functions as a gait trainer, independent mobility system, and standing frame. At 

the therapists’ request, a Rochester-based representative of Prime Engineering loaned a KidWalk 

to CP Rochester and the results have been spectacular.   

 

Combined with the expertise of the physical therapists, the KidWalk has dramatically helped 

children with disabilities develop neural and motor skills, and provided an opportunity for them 

to explore their world in a way similar to children without similar physical limitations. Its wheel 

configuration and small turning radius allow increased accessibility and inclusion opportunities, 

a critical part of CP Rochester’s mission. Josh’s mother is thrilled with her son’s newfound 

mobility.  

 

“Not only has Josh improved physically, but his independence has improved as well,” said Jamie 

Nodine. “With all of the KidWalk’s mechanics behind him, Josh can move around freely and get 

closer to his desk and friends.” 

 

Big Results Mean a Big Cost 

 

The therapists at CP Rochester knew they couldn’t keep the loaned KidWalk forever, but 

purchasing one for $6,000 seemed unlikely with the agency’s tight budget. They placed the 

device on their ‘wish list.’ However, it wasn’t long before CP Rochester volunteer Frank Seiler 

took notice of the wish list item and resolved to find a way to purchase the piece of equipment 

for the agency. 

 

Frank has a long history with CP Rochester. He was first introduced to the organization as a 

child in 1952 when he began receiving services for his cerebral palsy; and has been an integral 

part ever since. Utilizing a wheelchair himself, Frank volunteers at CP Rochester and sits on the 

agency’s Consumer Services Committee. He is also an active member of the Rochester Elks 

Lodge #24. The Elks have been long-term benefactors of CP Rochester starting with a $5,000 

donation to help the agency open its first location on East Avenue in 1946. Over the years, the 
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Elks’ contributions through fundraising events have been significant, and a much-needed source 

of income for CP Rochester.   

 

As the 2012 Chair of the annual Elks MusicFest fundraising event, Frank was determined to 

double the event’s typical income of $2,000 so CP Rochester could purchase a KidWalk. Prime 

Engineering generously agreed to donate any difference in money from what the MusicFest 

brought in. Frank achieved his goal of doubling MusicFest revenues to $4,300 and Prime 

Engineering stood by its commitment to make up the difference.  

 

But Frank had a different idea. He approached Prime Engineering with the $4,300 and asked if 

the company would accept it as payment not just for one KidWalk, but for two. Seeing Frank’s 

commitment to the children of CP Rochester, Prime Engineering agreed to sell the agency two 

KidWalks for $4,300 and donate the remaining $7,700. CP Rochester was delighted.  

 

“Frank’s lifelong dedication to the mission of our agency is inspiring,” said CP Rochester 

President Brian Klafehn. “His determination, along with the generosity of Prime Engineering, 

will undoubtedly help children like Josh, and so many others, live their lives to the fullest.” 
 

### 

 

 

Frank Seiler (r), CP Rochester volunteer and Elks member, plays with Josh 

Nodine, one of the first children to use the KidWalk Gait Trainer, at a gifting 

ceremony at CP Rochester. 

Josh Nodine (r) happily reacts to using the KidWalk Gait 

Trainer while CP Rochester Physical Therapist Linda 

Brown looks on.   


